
arca kb workouts

Welcome,

I have written 10 fun and effective
workouts for those of you that needs
a bit of inspiration in your everyday
training. You only need a kettlebell
and some space around you, and
you're ready to go. In terms of weight
of the kettlebell, go with what you have.
I have put up some general guidelines
to how the workout should feel, so if
you have more weights, try to follow
these.

Please make sure to warm up properly 
before you hit the workout.

I hope that this list of workouts will help
you keep moving, all though you won't
make it to the gym.

Emil,
Arca head coach



2 rounds (20 minutes)

emom 5
10-15 burpees

into

emom 5
10-15 swings

Pick a number of reps that you can keep
doing for the full workout. If you go for 15
of each, it will give you a total of 150 swings 
and burpees!

#1

workout 1



4 rounds for time

400 m run
20 kb cleans
20 kb shoulder to overhead

Switch hands as you like in cleans
and shoulder to overhead.

#2

workout 2



10 sets

10 goblet squats
10 kb lunges
100 m sprint

rest 1:00 min

These are intervals, go as hard as
you possibly can every round.

#3

workout 3



5 sets

amrap 3
400 m run
max rep swings

rest 1:00 min

This is 5 seperate amraps of 3 minutes
with 60 seconds of rest between.
The score is the total number of swings,
so get the run out of the way, and hold
on to that kettlebell!

#4

workout 4



for time

400 m suitcase carry

5 rounds
20 goblet squats
20 push ups

400 m suitcase carry

Suitcase carry is done by holding
a kettlebell in one hand down the side.
Go for the 400 m, get back and attack
the. 5 rounds, and return to the 400 m
route for one last time.

#5

workout 5



go through 3 times

amrap 2
25 swings
max effort push ups
rest 1:00 min

amrap 2
20 burpees
max effort v-ups
rest 1:00 min

amrap 2
25 goblet squats
max effort jumping lunges
rest 1:00 min

3 times on each station, make sure to pick
a weight that allows you to do the movements 
unbroken. Aim for approximately 60 seconds 
of "max effort work" in every interval.

#6

workout 6



kb kalsu

120 one arm kb thrusters for time

*do 4 burpees on the minute

This one stings. I have heard rumours of
grown men cyring during this workout.
Try to pick a challenging number of reps
every minute, but allow your self a short
break before the next minute starts. And
yes, of course you have to do the burpees
on the first minute as well! ;D

#7

workout 7



8 rounds for time

2 wall climbs
8 push ups
16 kettlebell swings

Aim for a steady pace all the way
through. Your shoulders are going
to feel this one.

#8

workout 8



amrap 20

400 m run
20 kettlebell snatches
10 burpees over the kettlebell

This one should be fast-paced and
the weight should allow you to do the
snatches unbroken. Please do so.

#9

workout 9



amrap 15

15 goblet squats
15 one arm kb push press
50 double unders

Change arms as you please in the push
presses. Double unders can be scaled
to 25 jumping jacks. Pick a weight where
unbroken sets are tough - but doable.

#10

workout 10
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